Abstract
actions through a series of operations to realise objective results in the world. Actions are therefore goal-oriented, e.g. opening an application or saving a document. 3 The interface is a semiotic artefact in which meaning is inscribed through the employment of signs. The field of social semiotics allows us to see that the meanings of artefacts are socially constructed, continuously being negotiated and redefined (van Leeuwen 2005) . Social semiotics draws on traditional semiotics as well as systemic-functional linguistics (Halliday 1978) . In this approach, signs, or rather semiotic resources, are used to make meaning. Semiotic resources are not fixed, but their potential meanings change as they are used over time. 4 Social semiotics has been applied to a range of semiotic modes and media to understand how they communicate, such as images (Kress & van Leeuwen 2006 ), typography (van Leeuwen 2006) , speech and music (van Leeuwen 1999) . It has not been much applied to movement. 5 This article will make use of the concepts of experiential metaphor, connotation and salience from social semiotics (van Leeuwen 2005) . These concepts will be explained in detail when applied in the analysis.
For interface and interaction design there is a need to combine the approaches of instrumental mediation and semiotic mediation for which Vygotsky laid the foundations (Morrison forthcoming 2010) . This article will investigate how semiotic mediation in terms of motional form may be connected to interface actions in activities of web browsing.
Research through design experimentation
To investigate the possibility of connecting motional form to interface actions in web browsing involves the exploration of potentials that not yet have been realised. Therefore it has been necessary to generate interface actions as well as motional forms through design. This research is therefore situated between the creative and practical on one hand, and the critical and analytical on the other.
Traditional media research has largely analysed media artefacts after they have been designed and put into the world. As Liestøl (2003) argues, the humanities may gain from moving from analysis to also include synthesis -to reveal future potentials. van Leeuwen (1999: 10) argues that social semiotics also needs to be extended from analysis of existing texts to expand and unlock semiotic resources, like experimental film-makers did in Soviet Russia in the 1920s. Design experimentation may integrate analysis and synthesis by generating features that have not yet been explored, embed these in artifacts, and at the same time build new analytical concepts.
Being an interaction designer allows me to use my own practice for exploring new mediational possibilities. As a designer-researcher I learn and reflect through designing (reflection-in-action) and on designing (reflection-on-action) (Schön 1983) . This is an integrated, generative and dynamic process that oscillates between design and 'learning through doing' on one hand, and reflection and analysis on the other. Such an approach contrasts and supplements mainstream studies that focus on testing or analysing existing interfaces, for example in Human-Computer Interaction and media studies. The result of this process is presented in the analysis.
I have worked in collaboration with other designer-researchers as well as a commercial business partner within the context of a practice-based research project called RECORD. 6 This article is based upon a project within RECORD, carried out between the author and Opera Software, a leading web browser company. 7 The project was not directly connected to any of Opera's existing development projects, and was therefore open-ended. The author carried out the design experiments, and we met several times in meetings and workshops to discuss the project as it progressed. Two people from Opera were involved, including an interaction designer. Vol.3 Nr.1 2010, 80-100
The design methods and techniques, which also are part of the research method, will be introduced later. First it is necessary to look at the context of web browsing, and especially its current use of motional form.
Case context & concepts
The web browser interface A web browser provides the possibility of accessing web pages, images, videos and other digital content on the web. Opera is arguably one of the leading browser companies in the world. Their vision is "to deliver the best Internet experience on any device," and Opera browsers are available for a range of platforms such as computers, mobile phones and PDAs, TVs, and game consoles. Web browsers were originally developed in the early 1990s to view and edit hypertext documents on the Internet (Berners- Lee & Fischetti 1999) . Today, the browser is the interface through which the web is mediated from the users' point of view. The browser holds a special position, being a platform and interface for web mediation and itself being a software application. Websites are also interfaces, where menus, buttons, maps, indexes and hyperlinks are used as navigational tools (Gloor 1997 ). However, traditional interface conventions related to navigation and control of websites are different and sometimes in conflict with those of operating systems and their software applications (Müller-Prove 2002) .
9 Wright (2009) suggests that the web and the operating system may eventually converge; the web browser may become the new operating system as applications that used to run on the desktop are moving to the web. As applications move to the web, so does also information move from private computers to web servers and social media platforms, popularly referred to as 'cloud computing'. As a result, large amounts of information and media are available online, and the need for users to archive and manage information found while browsing is even greater than before (Schraefel & Zhu 2001 ).
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Motional form and web browsing
Movement is intrinsic to human life, and is addressed from a range of disciplines as diverse as dance, physics and anthropology. This article focuses on digitally produced movement presented on screens.
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In recent years, screen-based movement has become fundamental to visual culture, such as in computer-animated movies (Buchan 2006) , virtual reality interfaces, motion graphics (Manovich 2007) and gaming . Design research has focused on human movement and gestures (Hummels, et al. 2007; Loke, et al. 2007 ), but screen-based movement is still in need of further research.
I will use the term motional form to denote designed changes in visual appearance over time. By using the term 'form' I want to bring attention to the fact that motion has to be shaped and designed, much like physical materials are shaped into products. I will focus on motional form that is presented through the screens of digital artifacts. Such forms are mostly composed using programming or animation tools, as opposed to camera-recorded movement (live action). This understanding of movement draws mainly on the tradition of animation, and may include representation of two-dimensional as well as three-dimensional form. Here, form is defined broadly, to denote both 'arrangement of parts' and 'what is directly given to the senses' (Tatarkiewicz 1980) . There are immense possibilities for motional form, leading to vast possibilities for aesthetic expressions and meanings, especially when combined with interactivity and various modes of communication such as images, sound, typography and colour (Jeamsinkul & Poggenpohl 2002) . However, the potential is not yet widely adopted in interface design in general, and specifically in the context of web browsing. Vol.3 Nr.1 2010, 80-100
From its purely textual origin (Berners-Lee & Fischetti 1999) , the web has become multimodal, by the use of different semiotic modes such as images, videos, and sound. It has developed from "a primitive text-based tool into a sophisticated design medium" (Engholm 2007: 230) . Movement and animation is increasingly employed on the web (Eikenes & Morrison 2010; Skjulstad & Morrison 2005) . There are a range of different technologies for achieving this, such as Adobe Flash and Java. 12 Simple animation is also possible to achieve using CSS, 13 and web standards are continuously developing to enable more dynamic website compositions (Wright 2009 ). Web browsers, on the other hand, have traditionally not included much movement beyond simple page scrolling.
14 This article will use concepts that Eikenes & Morrison (2010) developed by investigating the intersections of navigation and animation, or navimation, in screen based interfaces. They introduced and applied three concepts to a set of dynamic interfaces: temporal navigation denoting how navigation at a micro level may be continuous when intertwined with motional form; spatial manipulation denoting how movement may create and manipulate the sensation of space in the interface; motional transformation denoting how a visual element may gradually change over time through motion. Eikenes (2009) introduced two new concepts when applying navimation to the context of social media: indexical compositing denoting how a dynamic composition may allude to a cultural setting; virtual kinetics referring to how motional form may create the sensation that graphic elements possess magnetic potential or are located in an environment with gravity. I will use and extend previous work by connecting movement to actions in a specific interface context, and thereby integrate views of semiotic and instrumental mediation.
Design experiments and design methods
The project was carried out in collaboration between Opera Software and AHO, framed within the larger research project RECORD. Several people were involved in discussing the project, with the author designing and producing the experiments. The overall aim was to investigate how motional form could be used in activities of web browsing, such as finding and sharing information. Based on earlier research on navimation and social media (Eikenes 2009 ), we wanted to investigate the possibility of combining social activities such as sharing information with motional form in the browser interface. We also recognised the need for better tools to individually archive and manage information in the browser (Schraefel & Zhu 2001) . These activities are important in web browsing, and therefore it might be argued that the browser should support such activities directly in its interface.
We found it useful to introduce a new social media service that Opera could provide their users. By envisioning a service the experiments could be situated within a defined context, and provide convincing examples of how motional forms could map onto such a service. Further, the service could easily be deconstructed into a set of possible interface actions, providing a structure for generating and arranging a number of motion sketches.
Two parallel design activities emerged during the project: first, to envision a new service for Opera, and second, to map motional form onto interface actions taking place within that service. As this article focuses on mapping motional form to interface actions, the service will only be presented briefly in the following section.
Towards a set of interface actions: Opera Media Collections
With the rise of social media services, cloud computing, and visually dynamic interfaces, it is now possible for browsers to become rich dynamic sites for managing and sharing information. Here, the notion of a collection becomes relevant as a device for managing information individually and socially. We envisioned a new service called Opera Media Collections (OMC) , that would allow people to collect, organize, browse, and share specific Vol.3 Nr.1 2010, 80-100 media items such as images, videos and music, in addition to webpages ( Figure 1 ). The service should be integrated in the Opera web browser to provide easy access during activities of web browsing. It represents a shift from text-based private bookmarking systems towards social collections that are dynamic, visual, and integrated in the web browser. (1), and may subscribe to and share collections. These collections and media items may then be explored in dedicated interface environments on different platforms (2) .
Users could create a set of collections, into which media items were added while surfing the web through a browser on a PC or mobile device. 16 These collections could be private or public, allowing users to subscribe to other people's collections, including those provided by professional content providers. Within the web browser, a new and dedicated interface environment could allow people to explore and organize their media items and collections.
Taking the OMC service as a starting point, we identified a set of possible interface actions, such as adding a media item or opening a media collection. The full list of actions is presented in Table 1 below. Vol.3 Nr.1 2010, 80-100 Table 1 : List of some of the interface actions that could be available within the Opera Media Collections service.
Design experimentation through sketching
According to Gedenryd (1998) , sketching is fundamental to the creative processes of design professions such as architecture, graphic design and industrial design. 17 The notions of prototype and sketch are sometimes used interchangeably in interaction design. 18 I follow Buxton's (2007) distinction, in which the sketch is tentative and close to what designers doto explore ideas, question, and provoke. Prototypes on the other hand, are specific and used to test, refine, and give answers. Buxton argues that the activity of sketching could be extended to other forms than just pencil on paper, as sketches of interaction and experience "…need to be able to capture the essence of design concepts around transitions, dynamics, feel, phrasing, and all the other unique attributes of interactive systems " (2007: 136) .
The first step towards finding out how motional form could be used in web browsing was achieved by identifying a set of interface actions as given above. Now, the challenge was to investigate how motional form could be connected to these actions. We wanted to explore widely the potential of movement, and produce a range of diverse motional forms rather than to design one coherent environment. It was necessary to find ways to quickly sketch movement as to produce many alternative forms. It was also necessary to find appropriate ways of presenting and communicate these forms. This lead to the question: in what ways may motion be sketched and represented temporally?
'Motion sketching'
As this investigation is carried out through design experimentation, the sketching techniques become an important component of the overall research method. I propose motion sketching as a general term to bring attention to how motional form may be investigated, produced and communicated. Different strategies may be taken for sketching motion (Vertelney 1989) , including drawn representations on paper. 19 Such techniques of motion sketching are quick and efficient, but lack the temporal aspect of motion. I will now describe four techniques that include the temporal dimension. Motion may be sketched temporally by making physical representations of interface elements, for example of paper, and physically move these elements around in real time. This performance may be recorded using a video camera -what we might call sketching through video. The sketch is then saved for later playback, and the designer can control how and from where the performance is recorded. 20 It has previously been suggested that interface design may benefit from techniques and features of animation 21 (Baecker & Small 1990) . 'Stop motion' is a specific technique used in professional animation practice. It makes depicted objects appear to move on their own by starting and stopping the camera, and moving the physical objects in between each recording. Applied here, we may call this sketching through stop motion.
Today, animation is often produced using computer software, the result ranging from TV commercials to music videos and feature films. According to Manovich (2007) software such as Adobe After Effects has had a broad effect on moving image production by creating a new visual language based on the ability to remix all kinds of media content. A range of software tools such as Autodesk Maya, Adobe Flash, and even Microsoft PowerPoint may be used for sketching through computer animation.
Finally, if the designer has sufficient programming skills, motion sketching may be carried out through writing code, in software environments such as Adobe Flash or Processing. 22 This we may call motion sketching through code. The advantage of this technique is the possibility of making motion sketches 'interactive' -that they react and change in response to user actions. However, this technique demands programming skills, and may for some limit the creative and open process of sketching.
The different techniques of motion sketching affect what kinds of ideas and motional forms can be realised. For example, motion sketching through video and stop motion are quick and easy to make, but is confined by physical limitations such as gravity and camera perspective. Computer animation is less restricted and provides possibilities for more precise and sophisticated movement, but demands animation skills and professional software, using digital tools that also affect the resulting sketches.
The techniques can be combined in multiple ways, and may include a representation of the user and his actions, e.g. a mouse cursor or fingers touching the screen. There might be other techniques for sketching motion than those described here, and there is a potential for introducing new digital tools to facilitate such sketching. If the main objective of the sketch is to explore motional form, it may be useful to simplify the sketch graphically to focus on the quality of the movement itself. However, it is important to be aware that the reading of motional form may change drastically when put into different contexts, combined with other modes of communication and made interactive.
Connecting motional form to interface action through motion sketching
After identifying a set of interface actions and finding techniques for sketching motion, it was possible to explore directly how motional form could be connected to web browsing. More than 30 short videos (ranging from 3 to 20 seconds) were produced using the sketching techniques presented above. Short time and few resources made us confine our experimentation to a few interface actions, of which the three most suitable will be presented later.
For organizing and presenting the motion sketches, it was helpful to lay them out in a two-dimensional grid according to the respective interface actions they connected to. The presentation was made with the online tool Prezi, 23 which provides a canvas for composing video, text, images and graphics ( Figure 3 ). The interface actions are laid out along the Vol.3 Nr.1 2010, 80-100 horizontal axis at the top, while all the motion sketches are placed underneath each corresponding action. Visually, this scheme shows the potential for literally and conceptually 'zooming in' and concentrating on a specific area, or translating a motional form from one column to another. The grid is therefore not only a presentation tool, but also a design tool that opens up new possibilities and itself demonstrates the potential of motional form. If to design and implement a specific service for actual use, a strategy could be to choose one or several sketches and from that build up a specific 'motion palette' or 'motion genre'. This could then be applied to several interface actions and platforms such as mobile devices or TVs.
The experiments allowed us to investigate and explore by design how motional form may be used to realise interface actions in web browsing. In addition, the sketches show the potential of motional form through design. 24 The next section will present and analyse some of these sketches.
Analysis of motion sketches
The aim of this section is to analyze how interface actions may be realised through motional form. What kind of resources and potentials for making meaning start to emerge if motional form is connected to interface actions? What kind of roles or 'functions' may motional form play in interface actions? The experiments are deliberately diverse in order to explore a wide range of possibilities, and therefore the analysis focuses on different aspects from experiment to experiment. Some of these aspects will be discussed after the analysis. An additional aim here is to develop a vocabulary for describing motional forms.
I will now go through some of the motion sketches produced for three interface actions: (1) add a media item to a media collection, (2) browse between several media items, and (3) open a collection to access the contained media items.
Interface action 1: add a media item to a media collection A central feature of Opera Media Collections (OMC) is to allow people to gather and assemble media items from websites into collections. This implies a concrete action in which a user adds a media item -such as an image -to a collection, preferably without leaving the Vol.3 Nr.1 2010, 80-100 website. The aim of the following experiments was to investigate how this action of adding a media item may be supported by the use of visual movement. Video 1 presents five experiments, all of which were sketched through computer animation. There are two events connected to the action of assigning a media item to a collection: first, to view the collections that are available, and second, to add the media item to the selected collection. Motional form may be used for both events. Video 1 presents five experiments that show different ways of assigning an image to a media collection.
In Experiment 1.1, a list of collections emerge on top of the image, realised by using techniques of fading and twisting. The list appears on top of the media item, as if emerging out from the image itself. This motional form therefore indicates a connection between the list and the media item -indicating the link that is about to be made from the media item to a collection. In social semiotic terms, this linking may be described as a conjunction. Further, assigning the image to a collection by selecting an item on the list is followed by a quick light flash, indicating and affirming that the action of assigning the image to a collection has been realised. The light flash might be described as a motional transformation (Eikenes & Morrison 2010) . Experiments 1.2 to 1.5 take a different strategy for adding a media item to a specific collection, by allowing the user to move the media item on the screen. When clicking on the image, a copy is made from the original image. The copy is scaled down and moves to visually connect to the mouse pointer through scaling and moving. This motional form indicates that the control of the media item has been given to the user, thereby transferring agency from the interface to the user. This invites the users to control and continuously move around the copy of the image, thereby creating new movement that unfolds directly in response to user action. Such continuous control may be conceptualised as temporal navigation (Eikenes & Morrison 2010 ). This connection of motional form and interface action may also be understood as an experiential metaphor (van Leeuwen 2005: 29) . Metaphor is a widely used concept in semiotics; according to Lakoff & Johnson (1980: 5) , "the essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another." An experiential metaphor has its basis in concrete, physical experience, such as grabbing and moving objects in the physical world. The temporal navigation in the interface may then become meaningful through its similarity to the physical experience. However, with time the metaphor may turn into a convention and the reference to the external world becomes less important.
The available collections are presented differently in Experiments 1.2 to 1.5. For example, in Experiment 1.2, a tab is provided in the bottom of the screen. When the image is placed on top of it, the tab expands. This motional form introduces a new element, a collection in which the item may be placed, through a motional form that alludes to how drawers open in our physical world. However, this 'drawer' appear from the bottom of the screen, as if controlled by a mechanical force. Such motion may be described as an instance of virtual kinetics (Eikenes 2009 ). When the item has been placed in the collection, the drawer closes by contracting, as to affirm that the action has been completed. A similar motional form appears in Experiment 1.4, only this time the drawer enters from the left. This indicates a different location of the collections. In Experiment 1.3, the whole website retracts by being scaled down. This motion reveals information -in this case a set of underlying collections, and thereby provides a sense of layering and depth in the interface. In Experiment 1.5, a panel ejects from the left, pushing the website correspondingly to the right. This movement presents a set of collections while partly hiding the website, through a motional form that suggests a shift of focus -prompting the users to attend to the panel and make a decision as to where to store the media item.
These five experiments have suggested different ways in which motional form may connect to the interface action of adding a media item to a media collection. For example, fade and twist are employed to indicate a connection between elements, while a motional transformation is used to affirm that an action has been realised. Further, agency is transferred from the interface to the user through scaling and movement. A new element is introduced through the motional form of expansion, and an action is affirmed through contraction. In comparing Experiment 1.3 and 1.4, it becomes apparent that motional form connected to an interface action may play a role in spatially arranging elements in the interface. Finally, information is revealed through scaling, and movement is used to suggest a shift of focus.
Interface action 2: browse between several media items
As a result of collecting large amounts of media items and webpages there is a need for users to browse between different media items within collections. Video 2 presents four experiments on different ways of browsing between media items. These were all sketched using video and stop motion. In Experiment 2.1, the camera is placed above the centre of a circle onto which images are placed. For producing this sketch, the images were placed on a sheet of paper and rotated in front of the still-standing camera. However, in the final movie, the camera is perceived as rotating in a manner that in film language is described as a 'pan'. The arrangement of the camera and the media items, combined with the motional form of the pan, places the user in a three-dimensional spatial environment. It could be argued that the meaning potential of the pan has a basis in our experience of turning our head from one side to another, inviting us to investigate and compare the images that are sequenced in the circle. Consequently, the pan becomes a metaphor for our experience of looking. The motional form is also similar to that of the carousel in an amusement park -suggesting connotations of play and amusement, or dizziness. Here, connotation refers to the abstract ideas and values that are expressed through what is represented, as opposed to denotation, which refers to the concrete things that are represented on the screen (van Leeuwen 2005). 25 In Experiment 2.2, images are presented as hanging from the ceiling in a virtual room (the motion sketch was produced upside down, from paper images standing on a flat surface). The virtual camera moves horizontally, which in film language is described as 'track', and in and out, which is described as 'dolly'. The track movement suggests that we are watching or inspecting similar items that are placed along a line -the 'front row'. The dolly movement on the other hand, may indicate a shift from foreground to background, as if suggesting a hierarchical order of media items. It may also suggest 'approximation' or 'immersion' -that we now are about to get closer to the media content. The camera moves only in two directions. The orientation of the camera view does not change, and we always look up to the images, as if they are looking down on us. This is similar to how a low, vertical angle in images may be said to make a depicted item "look imposing and awesome" (Kress & van Leeuwen 2006 : 140). Thus, the movement of the camera constructs a relation of power between the user and the media items through the viewpoint constructed by the camera. The combination of the grid-like setup of images and the rigid camera movement further suggests values of 'mechanical structure' and 'order'.
In Experiment 2.3, the images are laid out in a grid pattern on a two-dimensional surface. Browsing the images is achieved by moving a row (horizontally) or column (vertically). How the user moves the rows and columns is not specified in the sketch; it could be achieved by using fingers touching a screen, a pointing device or a keyboard. As a row or column is moved, the media items change their individual location and the composition is thereby re-arranged. Such movement mimics physical and computer-based games, and may therefore allude to meanings such as 'playfulness', inviting users to regroup and re-order the items. On the other hand, if used in an inappropriate context it might allude to 'chaos' or 'disorder', despite the rigid grid arrangement.
In Experiment 2.4, the context is more specific and defined than in the other experiments; the sketch includes a representation of how the user controls the interface action through gestures. The media item, which in this case is a webpage, moves in from the right and settles in the middle of the screen. The item is introduced through a simple motional form: horizontal movement from right to left. This indicates that there may be more items located outside the screenspace on the right side. To browse to the next item, the user touches the screen and pushes the webpage left. The webpage moves simultaneously out of the screen, indicating that the page is located at the left side of the screenspace, and may be retrieved from there later.
These five experiments suggest some ways in which motional form may connect to the interface action of browsing between several media items. The movement of the camera places the user in a three-dimensional environment, suggesting a metaphor for looking. The position and movement of the camera constructs a relation of power between the user and the media content, in a similar way to how images may create a relation of power between depicted persons and the viewer (Kress & van Leeuwen 2006 ). Further, browsing is enabled by re-arranging images through the motional forms of horizontal and vertical movement. Finally, an item is introduced and later located through horizontal movement.
Interface action 3: open collection to access the contained media items
As a consequence of organizing media items in collections, there is a need to open these to see the media items they contain. Video 3 presents nine ways in which motion may be used for the interface action of opening a collection. The first 8 experiments are sketched using computer animation, while the last one is sketched using stop motion. Vol. Experiments 3.1-3.7 explore different ways of opening a collection from a list of collections (Video 3). In Experiment 3.1, a collection is opened by resizing the visual frame representing the collection as if it is being expanded or stretched. At the same time, the title of the collection fades out, and the containing items fade in. As a result, the representation of the collection transforms and becomes the open collection. This instance of motional transformation may therefore signify something flexible, elastic or organic, despite the rather abrupt motional form.
Experiments 3.2-3.7 suggest different ways in which motional form may reveal a collection. In Experiment 3.2, the open collection expands from underneath the representation of the collection. The linear and downward direction of the movement indicates a sense of weight and gravity, i.e. an instance of virtual kinetics. This sense of weight might further allude to 'heaviness' or 'release'. Similarly, when the collection closes, it does so through a contraction, as if being pulled up by kinetic forces, squeezed, collected and contained.
In Experiment 3.3, the content of the collection is revealed through a curl, combined with a camera zoom. The 'collection sheet' curls as if possessing materiality and elasticity. Further, the bending combined with the camera zoom may allude to uncovering something that was previously covert; something secret, exciting or even intimate. There seems to be a potential to develop this idea further by exploring different kinds of materialities combined with motion.
In Experiment 3.4, the representation of the collection flips around a horizontal centre axis, and at the same time transforms into the open collection. This motional transformation, which we might call a centre flip, indicates that the content of the collection is located at the backside of the collection item. At the same time, the shape changes during the flip, as if the interface performs magic or invites to a game of hide-and-seek. As the collection flips, the other collections move correspondingly, reacting to the kinetic force of the flipping collection. In terms of cohesion, there are several motional forms that appear simultaneously. The movement of the other collections are subordinate to the flip; they have lower status and contributes less to the action than the flip (Martinec 1998: 165) . Experiment 3.5 also presents a flip. Here, however, the collection springs forward along an invisible curved path, settling closer to the interface camera and the viewer. This motional form, which we might call a spring flip, may suggest a friendly gesture as if 'reaching out' in order to show or present something. On the other hand, the motion appears to be more offensive or aggressive than the flip in the previous experiment; it demands attention from the viewer. This may be understood in terms of salience, which in semiotics refers to the degree an element in a composition attracts the viewer's attention (Kress & van Leeuwen 2006 ). Here, a high degree of salience is achiever through motional form.
In Experiment 3.6, the list of collections seems to be presented on a slightly curved surface or large cylinder. When selecting a collection, the cylinder rotates, and the open collection expands from the selected collection, as if drawn there and then. Opening the collection through this motional transformation may indicate that the collection is generated or constructed as it is being opened, alluding to a sense of 'updatedness'.
In Experiment 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 , the collections are not arranged as part of a vertical list. In Experiment 3.7, collections are represented by drawn squares laid out in a grid. When selecting one of the collections, the camera zooms in on the selected square. Simultaneously, the square flips from its left side, opening to reveal media items inside the frame. This motional form, which we might call a side flip, may allude to a window, book or door being opened, with associations of entering a new space or environment available for exploration.
In Experiment 3.8, spheres arranged in a three-dimensional space represent collections. When opening a collection, the sphere transforms into a two-dimensional grid by being flattened. This motional transformation suggests a sense of elasticity and flexibility, but also alludes to processes of simplifying, arranging and laying out information. Further, its meaning potential changes gradually as it goes from the rounded and organic encapsulation to the flat, hard and static presentation. This motional form also partly manipulates the sensation of space (Eikenes & Morrison 2010) , as the collection changes from a three-dimensional representation to become two-dimensional.
In Experiment 3.9, a collection is represented by a piece of paper that unfolds as the collection is opened, revealing the containing media items. The unfolding happens through several steps, including segments of unfolding and rotating that take place synchronously as well as sequentially. As a consequence, rhythm becomes an important variable for design of motional form and its potential meaning. According to van Leeuwen (2005) , rhythm organizes time into measures, phrases and moves; this unfolding may be understood as a phrase. The sketch is produced using paper, and thereby limited by its material properties. If to develop the idea further through computer animation, the 'material realism' of the idea could be manipulated in various ways, for example through motional transformations.
These nine experiments suggest some ways in which motional form may connect to the interface action of opening a media collection. An item on a list becomes a collection through a motional stretch, and virtual kinetics is achieved through the motional forms of expansion and contraction. A collection may be revealed through a range of motional forms resulting in rather different meaning potentials: a curl, a centre flip, a spring flip, an expansion, and a side flip. Further, opening is achieved through a motional transformation resulting in spatial manipulation. Finally, a collection is opened through unfolding, which in this case points to the need for considering rhythm in designing motional form. Vol.3 Nr.1 2010, 80-100
Reflection across experiments A range of motion sketches has been produced through design experimentation within a practice-based project. A total of 19 motion sketches have been presented and analysed. Several aspects have emerged in this process, of which I want to focus on two.
The first aspect concerns how motional form connected to interface actions are meaningful by the use of connotations and experiential metaphors. These concepts from social semiotics have been useful for understanding the meaning potential of motion in interfaces. According to van Leeuwen, they are also essential for achieving 'semiotic innovation ' (van Leeuwen 2005: 276) , and should therefore be important for design. The connotations of motional forms are culturally shared, while experiential metaphors draw more directly on our individual bodily experience of movement in the physical world. However, these are not always easy to separate. For example, the 'pan' motion may provide a way of looking based on our embodied experiences of looking by rotating our heads, but is also made meaningful through cultural conventions of spatial organisation and movement, e.g. as developed in film. Further, experiential metaphors are commonly shared within a culture (Lakoff & Johnson 1999) . Importantly, these meanings are not fixed; they emerge and are transformed through use in context, and through interplay with other media. This points to the need for further investigations and discussion beyond what is possible here.
The second aspect concerns the direct ways in which motional forms can play a communicative role in web browsing. Based on motion sketching experimentation and analysis I suggest ten preliminary principles or 'semiotic functions' for motional form connected to interface actions. These are not definite or normative principles, but rather potential resources that may be used as a starting point for designing new motional forms:
• Indicate connections. A range of connections between different types of elements (e.g. media content, tags or other kinds of information) can be made through interface actions in web browsing. Motional form may render these visible as they are being made.
• Re-arrange elements. Movement may enable and support actions of sorting, ordering and rearranging various elements in web browsing.
• Place and retrieve elements. Elements may need to be placed in a location within or outside the frame of the screen -and from there be retrieved. Motional form may be used for placing and retrieving such elements.
• Reveal or introduce new elements. Through interface actions new elements may need to be presented for the user. Movement may reveal or introduce elements in many ways.
• Shift focus from one element to another. In carrying out a range of actions in the interface there may be a need to shift the user's attention from one element to another. This can be achieved through motion.
• Transform elements. Interface actions may involve changing the role, status or features of an element. Such a transformation can be communicated through animation.
• Affirm achievements. Motion may be employed to affirm that actions have been successfully achieved.
• Transfer agency. In the interplay between a computer system and users, the control of a process may have to be transferred between the computer and the user. Such a transfer of agency may be indicated through motional form. Vol.3 Nr.1 2010, 80-100
• Place user in virtual environment. Interface actions may be carried out in simulated tree-dimensional environments. Movement may be used to place the user inside such an environment through a virtual camera.
• Construct relation to user. Motional form may be used to construct a meaningful relation between the user and elements in the interface.
These principles indicate that motional form may play multiple communicative 'functions' in the interface, in addition to being a means for artistic expression or style. This suggests that motional form is tightly connected to function and interface actions; they work together in complex mediation. However, decomposing dynamic screen interfaces in terms of interface actions and motional form seems useful for design experimentation and analysis.
Conclusions
Movement is essential to human activity and communication; we perform actions as well as communicate by moving our bodies through space. Increasingly, movement is employed on the screens of digital artifacts. These artifacts and their web browsers mediate a range of activities of work and pleasure, and there is a need to understand what role movement may play in interface design in general, and especially in activities related to web browsing. Manovich (2001: 90) argues that there is a tension between representation and control in the interface. This tension is similar to the one between form and function (D. . The interface allows the user to do things and thereby mediates activities, but it also communicates in itself. There is a need to connect and integrate views on semiotic mediation and instrumental mediation in interface design, to account for what Bødker & Andersen (2005) call complex mediation. While Bødker and Andersen focus on semiotic mediation in terms of activities (such as verbal communication), I have focused on the semiotic properties of the interface itself. This article has suggested the notion of motional form to bring attention to the design and shaping of movement, while the concept of interface action has been introduced to denote specific actions that a user carries out through the interface. Connections between such forms and actions may be seen as instances of complex mediation. Meaning at the interface emerges through use and complex mediation over time.
This article has investigated how movement may be employed in web browsing through practical design experimentation. Practice-based research is needed to unfold the design potential of emerging digital media, and to build theory and concepts that are linked to design practice. This is a process that oscillates between the creative and practical on one hand, and the analytical and theoretical on the other. The article demonstrates the need for research to engage with design experimentation to find potentials that are difficult to discover by testing or analysing existing interfaces.
A range of design techniques have been explored for sketching movement; motion sketching may be achieved through video, stop motion, computer animation, or code. Motion sketching demonstrates a great potential for design practice, education and research, both in terms of the activity of sketching, and the resulting artefacts that embed the potential of motional form. The different techniques provide different possibilities; a certain technique enables certain motional forms to be sketched while discouraging others. Sketching through code has not been applied much here, and provides a potential for further investigation.
Based on motion sketching and analysis, I have proposed ten provisional principles or 'functions' for motional form in web browsing. In addition, it has been suggested that movement conveys a rich meaning potential by the use of connotations and experiential metaphors. This complicates the notion of form and function in interface design, suggesting that motional form may play an important 'function', and indicate that movement is underused in web browsing and interface design today. The concepts and principles Vol.3 Nr.1 2010, 80-100 developed here could for example be used as a starting point for designing a new dynamic web browser, or applied to other kinds of interfaces. The ten principles represent a novel contribution that may challenge existing concept in social semiotics as well as design research by joining instrumental mediation and semiotic mediation; social semiotics needs to take up the concept of action and engage in design experimentation to investigate emerging and dynamic forms of representation.
The complex mediation of interfaces already occurs through their use. Further investigations are needed into the interplay between motional form and other modes of communication and human actions (e.g. gestures). As the recent launch of the Apple iPad illustrates, new challenges and potentials of dynamic and complex mediation emerge as technologies develop and new devices are introduced.
